Science Knowledge
Micro-organisms

Classifying based on
specific characteristics

Adaptation

Offspring

Fossils

Human
circulatory
system

Impact of diet, exercise,
drugs and lifestyle on
body function

Why shadows have the
same shape as objects
that cast them

Light appears to
travel in straight lines

Classification

Compare and give reasons
for variations in how
components function

Differences and similarities
in lifecycles of humans,
plants and animals

Nutrients & water
transported within
Plant & human animals & humans
reproduction
Air/water
resistance

Associate brightness of a
lamp with the
number and
Use recognised symbols
voltage of cells
when representing a simple
circuit in a diagram

switches
simple series
electrical circuits

Human teeth
and their role
in the
digestive
system

Light travels from
sources to eye/
source to object
to eye

Objects give out
or reflect light
into the eye

Mechanisms

Movement
of planets
around Sun

Movement of
moon relative
to Sun

Sun, Earth
and Moon
as spherical
bodies

Changes as
humans develop
Gravity

Classification of living things

Food chains
Human digestive
system—the role of all
organs

Environments
can change

conductors &
insulators

Functions of
the different parts of
flowering plants

Solutions

Separation

Light needed to
see things & dark
Life and growth is absence of light

Light from
the sun

Reversible
changes

Everyday
materials
Light
sources

Manetic
forces act
at distance

Reflected
from
Attract/repel
surfaces
How sounds
are made
Vibrations

Basic needs
of animals

Features of
habitats and
microhabitats

Volume

Distance

How shape of
materials can
change

Offspring
growing to
adults—
changes/
differences

Differences
between living/
non living

Staying
healthy

Living/not
living/never
been alive

Suitability for a
purpose based on
properties

Function of flowers in
the plant lifecycle

Water transported
within plants

Plant
lifecycle

Hygiene

Healthy
diets

Food
groups

Effect/ importance of
exercise on body

Observing
growth

Simple
physical
properties

Compare and
group materials on the basis
of their physical properties

Recycling

Comparing
life on sea
and land

How things move on
different surfaces

Seeds
and bulbs
– growth

Shadows

Nutrition

Components
of a healthy
and varied
diet

Needs of a
plant

Animal
families

Natural and
man-made
materials

Skeletons
and muscles

Physical
properties

Differences
between
plants

Know that
plants
produce
seeds

What soils are
made of

Frog & butterfly
lifecycles

Compare
and group
materials

Traditional tales

Distinguish between an
object and the material
from which it is made

Identify and name
common wild and
Basic structure
garden plants
of trees and
flowering plants

Senses

Seasonal change

Identifying
and naming
materials

Identify, name and
sort a variety of
common animals

Carnivores/
herbivores/
omnivores

Staying healthy
Looking after

All about me

Farm animals
and African
animals

Staying healthy

Labelling body part

Day
length

Parts of human
body

Basic human
body

Seasonal change autumn

Bears and
Me

Staying
healthy
Parts of a plant

Reaction of rocks to
physical forces

Weather
changes

Oceans

Lifecycle of a
bean

How fossils are
formed

Classify
rocks

Floating/
sinking

Life on a farm

Planting
seeds and

Compare and group
magnetic/non magnetic
objects

The
water Changes Solids, liquids
of state
cycle
or gases

Living things and
their habitats
Being suited
to a habitat

Formation of
new materials

Poles
Pitch

Animals
including humans

Food chains

Earth’s
rotation
night/day

Changes that
occur across
the four
seasons

Working scientifically
Recognises which
secondary sources
will be most useful to
research their ideas
begins to separate
opinion from fact

Records and presents
findings using
scientific diagrams
and labels,
classification keys,
tables, scatter
graphs, bar and line
graphs

Takes
repeat
readings
when
appropriate

Calculates mean
value where
appropriate

Records data and
results of increasing
complexity

Decides how to
record data from
a choice of
familiar
approaches

Reports on findings
from enquiries, using
relevant scientific
language and
conventions, in
Takes measurements, in
oral and written
standard units, using a
explanations such
range of scientific
as displays and
equipment, with
other
increasing accuracy and
presentations
precision

Uses and develops
keys and other
information to
identify, classify and
describe living things
and materials

Identifies scientific
evidence that has
been used to support
or refute ideas or
arguments

With support, uses
results to suggest
improvements to
what they have done

Uses straightforward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or
to support their
findings

With help, looks for
changes, patterns,
and relationships in
their data

ses relevant scientific
language to discuss
their ideas and
communicate their
findings

With help, uses results to
draw simple conclusions
and answers questions
using appropriate level of
knowledge and their own
experiences

Uses observations
and ideas to
suggest answers
to questions

Identifies differences, similarities
or changes related to simple
scientific ideas and processes with
help, looks for changes, patterns,
and relationships in their data

With support,
suggests different
ways they could
have done things

Uses comparative
language to describe
changes, patterns and
relationships

Uses results to
identify when further
tests and
observations might
be needed

Draws valid conclusions,
explains and interprets the
results (including the degree of
trust) using scientific
knowledge and understanding

Identifies
conclusions,
causal relationships and patterns

Selects and plans
different types of
scientific enquiries to
answer questions
Recognises the
applications of
specific scientific
ideas

Uses test results to
make predictions and
to set up further
comparative and fair
tests

Uses their scientific
experiences to
explore ideas and
raise different types
of questions

Recognises when and
how to set up
comparative and fair
tests

Talks about how
scientific ideas have
developed over time
Explains how to use
the equipment
accurately

Chooses the most appropriate
equipment to make
measurements

Uses observable and
other criteria to
group, sort and
classify in different
ways

Gathers and records
data in a variety of
ways to help in
answering questions

Use simple
observable
features to
compare objects,
materials and
living things

Makes practical suggestions
about how their working
method could be improved
(e.g. the effect of sample size
on reliability)

Makes decisions about
what observations to
make, what measurements to use, how long to
make them for and
whether to repeat them

Recognises and
controls variables
where necessary

With support, makes
predictions for new
values within or
beyond the data
collected and raise
further questions

Uses relevant scientific
language and illustrations to discuss,
communicate and justify
their scientific ideas

Makes decisions
about how to record
and analyse the data

Recognises when and
how secondary sources
might help answer
questions that cannot be
answered through
practical investigations

Prepares own
format for
recording data

Reports on findings from enquiries, in simple scientific language,
using oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of
results and conclusions

Makes accurate measurements using standard
units using a range of
Makes systematic and
equipment
careful observations

Records and presents
findings using
drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys,
tally charts,
Carroll diagrams,
Venn diagrams,
bar charts and tables

Asks relevant questions and uses
different types of scientific
enquiries to answer them

Recognises when
a simple fair test
is needed

Uses appropriate
equipment and
measurements
with reasonable
accuracy

Sets up simple
practical enquiries, comparative
and fair tests

Begins to choose
the type of simple
equipment that
might be used from
a reasonable range

With help,
decides how to
set up a fair test
and control
variables

Begins to make
decisions about
what observations
to make and how
long to make them
for

Identifies and
classifies

With support,
suggests
whether or not
what happened
was what they
expected

With guidance
begin to notice
changes, patterns
and relationships

With support,
prepares simple
tables to record
data

Observes
closely using
simple equipment

Talk about what
they found out
and how they
found it out

Talks about their findings
using everyday terms or
simple scientific
vocabulary

Record findings in
a variety of ways
e.g. graphs,
sorting circles,
tables

Makes measurements (non
standard units)

Uses secondary
sources

Gathers and records
simple data
Suggest why a
test is unfair

Know the
importance for good
health of physical
exercise and a
healthy diet, and talk
about ways to keep
healthy and safe

Confident about
trying new activities,
and say why they like
some activities more
than others

Take account of one
another’s ideas
about how to organise their
activity

With guidance
identifies things
to measure or
observe

Recognise, create
and describe
patterns
Handle
equipment and
tools effectively

Explain how
environments
might vary from
one another

Observe animals and
plants and explain why
some things occur, and

Uses simple
measurements (non
standard fine) and
equipment to gather
data

Answer ‘how’ and
‘why’ questions
about their
experiences and
in response to
events

Performs simple fair
tests following
teachers’ instructions

With guidance
suggest what to
do

Respond to what they
hear with relevant
questions , comments
or actions

Asks simple
questions which
can be answered
in different ways

